Company Profile

Printar is a leading developer and manufacturer
of digital printing equipment and consumable chemicals for
the PCB industry. Distinguished by its total focus on digital
printing technologies for PCB manufacturing, Printar employs
the industry’s largest R&D team dedicated to development in
this field. Its management and staff are composed of
professionals from the world’s top digital printing and capital
equipment companies.
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Printar’s LGP809 has
significantly improved legend
printing accuracy and readability
while reducing production
costs. It enables us to meet our
customers’ increasing demands
for on-board historical data.
Dieter Porsche - Process Engineer
Multilayer Technology GmbH&Co. KG
Germany

Printar has proved
itself a reliable, flexible partner
who is committed to ensuring
full customer satisfaction.
Patricia Wiedemann - General Manager
Jenaer Leiterplatten GmbH
Germany

Printar’s first system, the LGP809™, introduced to the market in Q3 2003, is an advanced
Digital PCB Legend Printing System. Today, numerous LGP809 systems are installed
worldwide, providing high-quality legend printing and reducing production costs.
Printar is currently developing a variety of advanced digital printing solutions for the
PCB industry, and is set to introduce additional equipment and consumables starting
later this year.
Recently, several industry commentators have recognized Printar’s strong market
prospects. In January 2005, Tornado Insider named Printar as one of Europe’s Top 100
Private Tech Companies, and in December 2004, the World Economic Forum nominated
Printar a “Technology Pioneer” - an honor reserved for fewer than 30 companies.

LGP809 - A PCB Industry First

Printar’s LGP809 Digital Legend Printing System is the first, and so far only, system
designed from the ground up for PCB Legend printing. Based on proprietary Stationary
Multiple Print Heads and specially designed SELVAC™ (Selective Vacuum and Clamping)
technologies, the LGP809 is used to apply legend on PCBs manufactured for the world's
leading electronics companies. Working with standard Gerber files, eliminating the
need for silkscreen manufacturing and with board personalization capabilities, the
LGP809 delivers superior Legend printing quality, speed, reliability and ease of use.
Using purpose-designed Printar ink, the LGP809 offers a complete package for Digital
Legend printing.

Worldwide Reach

Founded in 1999, Printar’s headquarters and R&D center are located in Rehovot, Israel.
To better serve its rapidly growing worldwide customer base of leading PCB manufacturers,
Printar is building a global network of subsidiaries and distributors. To date, it has
established a sales and support subsidiary in the US, and has distributors in multiple
markets in Asia, Europe and North America. The company is experiencing quickly
growing sales worldwide, and enjoys strong financial backing from leading venture
capital companies.

www.printar.com
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